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Our most recent traffic growth for CGAA

Analytics Snapshot (SEMRush)
A large majority of our traffic is organic and a result of us dominating the SERPs for competitive
keywords across all industries and categories. We are growing at a rate of over 10% daily, and have
over 55,000 visitors/month expected to hit over 150,000 visitors within the next 2-3 months.

Current Articles
This week, we've written over 4,173 articles by thousands of experts with over 26,000 articles on
the website in total.

cgaa.org/articles/counter

CGAA

Satisfied Customers

All customers who have purchased backlinks from CGAA have achieved
exponential growth in search engine rankings directly attributable to
massive surges in traffic over time.

Website Case Study #1
This website came to us when their website traffic growth became stagnant and wanted a boost
from CGAA's powerful backlinks. From consistent monthly backlink purchases from CGAA, they
were able to grow their website traffic by over 500% per month in under a year.

Started Buying CGAA Links Here

Website Case Study #2
One of CGAA's current larger customers came to us when their traffic took a dip in Google
rankings and wanted to boost their website back up again. They consistently bought bulk
monthly backlinks from CGAA across many articles within their niche and saw a 100%+ jump in
their monthly traffic after just a few months.

Started Buying CGAA Links Here
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Backlinks Pricing
Pricing for our backlinks and media insertion services

One-Time

$50

Monthly

One backlink insertion
One permanent dofollow backlink

$40

insertion in article of choice naturally

*20% Off*

$200

Five backlink insertions
Five permanent dofollow backlink

$180

insertions in articles of choice naturally

*20% Off*

$300

*28% Off*

Ten backlink insertions
Ten permanent dofollow backlink

$250

insertions in articles of choice naturally

*40% Off*

*50% Off*

Most Popular

Most Popular

Guestposts Pricing

Pricing for our guestposting services. We will write the article for you

One-Time

Monthly

One guest post written

$70

One permanent guestpost researched
and written using keyword of choice

$60

while linking to your site

*14% Off*

Five guest posts written

$250

Five permanent guestposts researched
and written using keywords of choice

$180

while linking to your site

*28% Off*

*28% Off*

Ten guest posts written

$400

Ten permanent guestposts researched
and written using keywords of choice

$300

while linking to your site

*42% Off*

*57% Off*

Most Popular

Most Popular
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Interested?
Contact us
www.cgaa.org
team@cgaa.org
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